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(57) Abstract

Data communications apparatus which operates to communicate data frames (8), said apparatus comprising means (12) for converting

the data frames (8) into data blocks (14) for transmission, which data blocks are of a size which is different to that of the data frames.

The means (12) for converting the data frames includes means (PR) for puncturing or repeating bits or symbols at positions within the data
frame determined in accordance with a selection strategy, wherein the selection strategy is arranged to provide an equal distribution of the

positions throughout the data frame. The selection strategy is effected according to one embodiment with a digital differential analyser type

algorithm.
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Description of invention:

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR TRANSMITTING PUNCTURED OR REPEATED DATA

5

The present invention relates to data communications
apparatus and methods for communicating data. More
specifically, the present invention relates to data
communications apparatus and methods of communicating data in

10 which data is punctured or repeated.

Digital communications systems are arranged to communicate
data by representing the data in a form which facilitates
transmission of the data via a medium through which

15 communication is effected. For example, in a case of radio
communications, the data is represented as radio signals and
transmitted between transmitters and receivers of the

communications system via the ether. In the case of broadband
telecommunications networks, the data may be represented as

20 light and communicated via, for example, a fibre optic
network between transmitters and receivers of the system.

During transmission of data, bits or symbols of the
communicated data can be corrupted to the effect that these

25 bits or symbols can not be correctly determined at the
receiver. For this reason, the data communications systems
often include means for mitigating the corruption of the data
which occurs during transmission. One of these means is to
provide transmitters of the system with encoders, which

30 encode the data prior to transmission, in accordance with an
error control code. The error control code is arranged to
add redundancy to the data in a controlled way. At the
receiver, errors occurring during transmission may be
corrected by decoding the error control code, thereby

35 recovering the original data. The decoding is effected using
an error decoding algorithm corresponding to the error
control code, which is known to the receiver.
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After data has been encoded, there is often a requirement to

puncture data bits or symbols from a block of encoded data

before transmission of that data. The term puncturing as used

herein refers to a process of cancelling or deleting bits

from an encoded data block to the effect that the punctured

bits are not transmitted with that data block. Puncturing

might be required because, for example", a multiple access

scheme, which—serves-- -to- effect -communication, of the. data via

the data bearing media, requires the data to formatted into

blocks having a pre-determined size,
.
which does not

correspond to the size of the encoded data frame. In order

to fit the encoded data frame into the transport data block

of the pre-determined size, therefore, data bits from the

encoded data frame are either punctured, to decrease the size

of the encoded data block, in a case where the encoded data

frame is larger than the size of the transport block, or

repeat bits of the encoded data frame in a case where the

encoded data frame is smaller than the pre-determined size of

the transport block.

As will be appreciated, the data frames may be transmitted

un-encoded in the transport data block. In this case, it is

not appropriate to puncture the data frame in order to fit

the data frame into the transport data block, a plurality of

transport data blocks, must be used to convey the data frame.

In a case where the data frame is smaller than the transport

data block, then the data bits or symbols are repeated to an

extent necessary to fill the remainder of the transport data

block.

As is familiar to ' those skilled in the art, an effect of

puncturing an encoded data frame, is that a probability of

correctly recovering the original data is reduced.

Furthermore, the performance of known error control codes and

decoders for these error control codes is best when the

errors occurring during transmission of the data are caused
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by Gaussian noise/ with an effect that the errors are

independently distributed throughout the transport data
block. Similarly^ therefore, if an encoded data frame is to

be punctured/ the positions within the encoded data frame at

5 which bits are punctured, should be separated from each other
as far as possible. As such, the puncturing positions should
be evenly distributed throughout the frame. Similarly,
because errors during transmission often occur in bursts,
particularly in the case of radio communications systems

10 which do not employ interleaving, positions within an encoded
or an un-encoded data frame, at which data bits are to be
repeated, should be arranged to be evenly separated
throughout the frame.

15 Known methods of selecting the positions of bits or symbols
to be punctured or repeated within an encoded data frame,

include dividing the number of bits or symbols within a

frame, by the number of bits or symbols to be punctured and
selecting positions at integer values corresponding to the

20 division. However, in a case where the number of bits to be
punctured is not an integer division of the frame, an equi-
distant separation of punctured or repeated positions does
not result, providing the disadvantage that some positions
may be closer than this integer, and in some cases even

25 adjacent one another. '

It is an object of the present invention to provide a means
for puncturing or repeating data bits from a data frame, in
which the positions of the punctured or repeated bits are

30 substantially equi-distant throughout the frame.

The present invention resides generally in a data
communication apparatus in which frames of data are converted
into blocks for transmission by puncturing or repeating bits

35 or symbols from the frame at positions determined in
accordance with a selection algorithm, the positions being
equally distributed throughout the data frame.
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According to the present invention there is provided data

communications apparatus which operates to communicate data

frames, the apparatus comprising means for converting the

data frames into data blocks for transmission, which data

blocks are of a size which is different to that of the data

frames, the means for converting the data frames including

means for puncturing or repeating bits or symbols at

positions within the-data frame determined in accordance with

a selection strategy, wherein the selection strategy is

arranged to provide a substantially equal distribution of the

positions throughout the data frame.

A converter means serves to convert the data frames into data

transport blocks having a different size to that of the data

frames, and includes means for puncturing or repeating the

data frame at positions within the data frame determined in

accordance with a selection strategy. By arranging for the

selection strategy to made to the effect that the positions

to be repeated or punctured are equally distributed

throughout the data frame, as opposed to attempting to make

the positions egui-distant from each other, the selected

positions will be such as to provide an optimum mean

separation of the positions within the data frame.

The selection strategy may be effected by a selection

algorithm which operates in accordance with the size of said

data frame, in combination with the number bits or symbols to

be punctured or repeated. The selection algorithm may be a

digital differential analyser-type algorithm, or the like.

The Digital Differential Analyser algorithm is known per se

in the field of computer graphics for graphically

representing lines in two dimensions for use in computer

35 generated images. The Digital Differential Analyser is

disclosed in a publication entitled „Computergrafik:

Einfuhrung - Algorithmen - Programmentwicklung" , by Jtirgen
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Plate, pages 55* to page 65, ISBN Number 3-7723-5006-2 and is

further described in an article in association with drawing
lines, entilted ^Bresenham's Line Algorithm by Sunir Shah, 15

January 1997, in a publication „WASTE - Warfare by Artificial
5 Strategic and Tactical Engines', published on the Internet at

address „http: //intranet . on. ca/-sshah/waste/art7 .html*

.

The use of an adapted version of a digital differential
analyser-type algorithm, provides particular advantages. For

10 example, the puncturing of adjacent bits is avoided,
punctured bits are equally distributed over the transmitted
data frame, only one pass is required for puncturing with any
desired rate, and the same selection algorithm . of
substantially low complexity, can be used for puncturing and

15 repetition. Furthermore the algorithm facilitates adaptation
to additional constraints for the position of selected bits,
such as that required by a Potential Puncturing Grid (PPG) ,

as described in ^Special Mobile Group 2* UMTS-11 Tdoc 229/98,
entitled ^Service Multiplexing*

.

20

The data communications apparatus may further include an
encoder which operates to encode the data frame in accordance
with an encoding algorithm. The encoding algorithm may be an
error control encoding algorithm. For example the encoding

25 algorithm, may operate* in accordance with a block code such
as a B-C-H, Reed-Solomon or Hamming code. Furthermore the
encoding algorithm could be a convolutional code, a turbo
code or a product code.

30 According to a further aspect of the present invention there
is provided a method of communicating data frames, comprising
the step of converting said data frames into data blocks for
transmission, which data blocks are of a different size to
that of the data frames, the step of converting the data

35 frames including puncturing or repeating bits or symbols at
positions within the data frame determined in accordance with
a selection strategy, wherein the selection strategy is
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arranged to provide an equal distribution of the positions

throughout the data frame.

One embodiment of the present invention will now be

5 described, by way of example only, with reference to the

accompanying drawings wherein;

FIGURE 1 is a schematic block diagram of a mobile radio

communication system; .

10

FIGURE 2

15

is a schematic block diagram of a data

communications apparatus forming a link between the

mobile station and a base station of the

communications network shown in Figure 1;

FIGURE 3 is ' a schematic block diagram of a rate converter

shown in Figure 2;

20

FIGURE 4 is a diagram illustrating a result of puncturing

bits in accordance with a prior art selection

strategy;

25

FIGURE 5 is a diagram illustrating a result of puncturing

bits using a selection strategy in accordance with

the present invention.

An example embodiment of the present invention will be

described with reference to a mobile radio communications

system. Mobile radio communications systems are provided with

30 multiple access systems which operate, for example, in

accordance with Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) such as

that used in the Global System for Mobiles, which is a mobile

radio telephone standard administered by the European

Telecommunications Standards Institute. The mobile radio

35 communications system, alternatively, could be provided with

a multiple access system which operates in accordance with

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) such as that proposed
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for the third generation Universal Mobile Telecommunication
System. However, as will be appreciated, any data
communications system could be used to illustrate an example
embodiment of the present invention, such as a Local Area

5 Network, or a Broadband Telecommunications Network operating
in accordance with Asynchronous Transfer Mode, These
illustrative example data communications systems are

characterised in particular in that data is transmitted as

bursts, packets or blocks. In the case of a mobile radio
10 communications system, the data is transported in bursts of

data bearing radio signals, which represent a pre-determined
data size. An example of such a mobile radio communication
system is shown in Figure 1.

15 In Figure 1, three base stations BS, are shown to communicate
radio signals with mobile stations MS, within a radio
coverage area formed by cells 1 defined by broken lines 2.

The base stations BS, are coupled together using a network
inter-working unit NET . The mobile stations MS, and the base

2 0 stations BS communicate data by transmitting radio signals
designated 4, between antennas 6, coupled to the mobile
stations MS and the base stations BS. The data is

communicated between the mobile stations MS and the base
stations BS using a data communications apparatus in which

25 the data is transformed, into the radio signals 4, which are
communicated to the receive antenna 6, which detects the
radio signals. The data is recovered by the receiver from
the radio signals.

30 An illustrative example of a data communications apparatus
forming a radio communications link between one of the mobile
stations MS, and one of the base stations BS, is shown in
Figure 2, where parts also appearing in Figure 1 bear
identical numerical designations. In Figure 2 a source of

35 data 10, generates data frames 8, at a rate determined by a
type of data which the source is generating. The data frames
8, generated by the source 10, are fed to a rate converter
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12, which operates to convert the data frames 8, into

transport data blocks 14. The transport data blocks 14, are

arranged to be substantially equal in size, to a pre-

determined size of an amount of data which can be carried by

bursts of data bearing radio signals via which data is

communicated by a radio interface formed by a transmitter 18,

and receiver 22 , pair.

The data transport block 14 is fed to a radio access

processor 16, which operates to schedule transmission of the

transport data block 14, over the radio access interface. At

an appropriate time the transport data block 14, is fed by

the radio access processor 16, to a transmitter 18 which

operates to convert the transport data block into the burst

of data bearing radio signals which are transmitted in a time

period allocated for the transmitter to effect communication

of the radio signals. At the receiver 22, an antenna 6 r
' of

the receiver detects the radio signals and down converts and

recovers the data frame which is fed to a radio access de-

scheduler 24. The radio access de-scheduler 24, feeds the

received data transport block to a rate de-converter 2 6,

under control of the multiple access de-scheduler 24,

effected via a conductor 28. The rate de-converter 26,

thereafter feeds a representation of the regenerated data

frame 8, to a destination or sink for the data frame 8 which

is represented by the block 30.

The rate converter 12, and rate de-converter 26, are arranged

to make, as far as possible, optimum use of the data bearing

capacity available within the transport data block 14. This

is effected in accordance with the illustrative embodiment of

the present invention by the rate matching converter 12,

which operates to encoded the data frame, and then puncture

or repeat data bits or symbols selected from the encoded data

frame, to the effect of generating a transport data block,

which fits with the size of the data blocks 14. A block

diagram of the rate converter 12, is shown in Figure 3, where
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parts also appearing in Figure 2, bear identical numerical
designations. In Figure 3, the rate converter 12, is shown

to have an encoder EN, and a puncturer PR. The data frame 8,

fed to the encoder EN, is encoded to generate an encoded data

5 frame EF, which is fed to the puncturer PR. The encoded data

frame is then punctured by the puncturer PR, to generate the

data transport block 14.

The operation of the rate matching converter 12, will now be
10 described. In order to explain the advantages of the

illustrative embodiment of the present invention, it is first
instructive to review a process by which bits or symbols are
selected for puncturing or repetition, according to a prior
art selection strategy. The result of puncturing a data

15 frame according to the prior art selection strategy is

illustrated in shown in Figure 3.

In Figure 3, an encoded data frame DF, is shown with bit
positions BP1, selected for puncturing. The selection of the

20 positions of the bits to be punctured, illustrated in Figure
3, has been made in accordance with a known selection
strategy described in section 6.2.3.3 of the r,Universal
Terrestrial Radio Access Frequency Division Duplex,
multiplexing, channel coding and interleaving* description

25 (xx. 04) of the ^Special Mobile Group 2* UMTS-L1 Tdoc 396/98,
as current before the data of filing of the present patent
application. This prior art selection algorithm attempts to
select the positions for puncturing or repetition so that the
positions are equi-distant from one another. Unfortunately,

30 it is not possible to find an integer value for the
puncturing rate in the general case. For this reason the
prior art algorithm has to work in several iterations, with
independent puncturing of equal-distances in each iteration.
Because the iterations work independently, it is not possible

35 to prohibit puncturing of adjacent bits. This is illustrated
by Figure 3 in which the selection algorithm attempts to
select sixteen bits for puncturing from a total of ninety
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eight. To achieve this, two iterations are necessary. In

the first iteration every 7th bit (ceil (98/16) -ceil (6.125) =

7) is selected at the positions BP1, (light grey), and in the

second iteration two bits out of the 84 remaining bits have

to be punctured. So every (84/2) = 42nd bit is removed, which

is shown as the second puncturing positions BP2 (dark shade)

.

As a result, adjacent bit position numbers 47 and 48 are

removed from the original data.

In other cases even three adjacent bits may be punctured.

This happens for example when puncturing 462 bits out of 2380

source bits (puncturing rate of 0.19).

The prior art selection algorithm has several drawbacks.

With the known selection algorithm, it is possible that two

or more adjacent bits are selected for puncturing.

Furthermore, for most puncturing ratios the punctured bits

are not equally distributed, and an unknown number of

puncturing iterations over the data frame is necessary,

complicating a hardware implementation.

A selection algorithm which operates in accordance with an

illustrative embodiment of the present invention, operates in

accordance with an adapted version of the Digital

Differential Analyser algorithm as herein before described.

A result of selecting bit positions for puncturing using this

selection algorithm, is shown in Figure 4, where once again,

sixteen bit positions have been selected for puncturing out

of ninety eight bits. As can be ascertained from Figure 4,

the separation between puncturing positions BP', is always 6

or 7 bits. As such the selected positions BP', for

puncturing are equally distributed over the whole data frame,

and this is effected in a one-pass selection process

according to the algorithm.
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A mathematical description of the selection algorithm,

according to the illustrative embodiment is presented as

follows:

Input data:

Xi number of input bits

Np/ r number of bits to be punctured / repeated

The puncturing / repetition rule is as follows:

e = 2*Np/r - Xi — initial error between

current and desired puncturing ratio

x = 0 -- index of current bit

15 do while x < Xi

if e > 0 then — check if bit number x

should be punctured/repeated

puncture or repeat bit x

20 e = e + (2*Np/r - 2* X± ) — update error

else

e = e + 2*Np/r — update error

end if

25 x = x + 1 — next bit

end do

As will be appreciated by those skilled in the art, various

30 modifications may be made to the embodiment herein before

described without departing from the scope of the present

invention. In particular, the data frame may or may not be

encoded, and the bits or symbols selected in accordance with

the selection algorithm may be punctured or repeated or a

35 combination of puncturing and repeating.
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Claims:

1. Data communications apparatus which operates to

communicate data frames (8), said apparatus comprising

5 - means (12) for converting said data frames into data blocks

(14) for transmission, which data blocks are of a size which

is different to that of said data frames, said means for

converting said data frames including

_ nteans (PR) for puncturing or repeating bits or symbols at

10 positions within the data frame determined in accordance with

a selection strategy, wherein said selection strategy is

arranged to provide a substantially equal distribution of

"said "positions throughout said data frame.

15 2. Data communications apparatus as claimed in Claim 1,

wherein said selection strategy is effected by a selection

algorithm in accordance with the size of said data frame, in

combination with the number bits or symbols to be punctured

or repeated.

20

3. Data communications apparatus as claimed in Claim 2,

where the selection algorithm is a digital differential

analyser-type algorithm or the like.

25 4. Data communications apparatus as claimed in any of

preceding Claim, and further including an encoder which

operates to encode said data frame in accordance with an

encoding algorithm.

30 5. Data communications apparatus as claimed in Claim 4,

wherein the encoding algorithm is an error control encoding

algorithm.

6. A method of communicating data frames, comprising the

35 step of
- converting said data frames into data blocks for

transmission, which data blocks are of a different size to
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that of said data frames , the step of converting the data

frames including;

- puncturing or repeating bits or symbols at positions within
the data frame determined in accordance with a selection

5 strategy, wherein the selection strategy is arranged to

provide a substantially equal distribution of said positions

throughout said data frame.

7. A method of communicating data frames as claimed in

10 Claim 6, wherein said selection strategy is made by a

selection algorithm in dependence upon the size of said data
frame and the number bits or symbols to be punctured or

repeated.

"15 8. A method of communicating data frames as claimed in

Claim 7, wherein said selection algorithm is a digital
differential analyser-type algorithm, or the like.

9. A method of communicating data frames as claimed in

20 Claim 8, and further including the step, before or after the
step of converting, of

- encoding said data frame in accordance with an encoding
algorithm.

25 10. A method of communicating data frames as claimed in
Claim 9, wherein the encoding algorithm is an error control
encoding algorithm.

11. Data communications system as herein before described
30 with reference to Figures 1, 2 and 4, of the accompanying

drawings

.
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BEST AVAILABLE IMAGES

Defective images within this document are accurate representations of the original

documents submitted by the applicant.

Defects in the images include but are not limited to the items checked:

BLACK BORDERS

IMAGE CUT OFF AT TOP, BOTTOM OR SIDES

e(FADED TEXT OR DRAWING

[^blurred or illegible text or drawing

skewed/slanted images

color or black and white photographs

gray scale documents

Klines or marks on original document

reference(s) or exhibit(s) submitted are poor quality

OTHER:

IMAGES ARE BEST AVAILABLE COPY.
As rescanning these documents will not correct the image
problems checked, please do not report these problems to

the IFW Image Problem Mailbox.
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